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How to Lose Weight with God’s Word and 
Medical Science: Powerful Weight Loss 
Principles in Scriptures and Medical 
Science 
 

INTRODUCTION 

If you’ve tried everything and still weigh 

excessively—and you’re beginning to think that nothing 

can help you now—I wonder, have you tried the 

Creator? After all, he created our bodies—how they 

function, behave, react, grow, and improve. He 

designed how they’d gain or lose weight. He decided 

your metabolism. In fact, he holds the key to 

everything, and nothing is outside his power, including 

weight loss. 

I never thought myself that the bible could be helpful in 

my weight loss and fitness. But then, slowly, as I 

meditated it, health principles in Scriptures turned out 

to fuel my determination. They really work. Losing 

weight with God is effective! And we want to share it 

with you here. 
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Then, imagine what happens if you combine that with 

what Medical Science says about weight loss! 

HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT WITH GOD’S WORD AND 

MEDICAL SCIENCE introduces bible verses and their 

principles plus what health and medical science says 

that may inspire and help you lose weight—and which 

we have proven ourselves to really work by adding fire 

to work out our weight loss goals through powerful 

inspirations and facts. Inspiration is vital to losing 

weight and is actually the energy that makes us stick to 

and achieve our desired results. 

Inspiration also gives us a determined mindset—a 

one-track mind to get fit and healthy—especially when 

we see how God approves what we do. Medical facts, 

on the other hand, enforce all of the above. 

So read on, enjoy and start immediately applying the 

weight loss principles laid out here. God bless you 

more! 

All Scripture verses here are taken from the New 

International Version (NIV) unless otherwise stated. 
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1. 3RD JOHN 2 

Dear friend, I pray that you may enjoy good health 

and that all may go well with you, even as your soul is 

getting along well. 

Let’s start with this verse—it’s so powerful! God 

obviously desires us to have good health, as seen in this 

verse. And it goes with a bonus—“that all may go well 

with you.” And doubtless, “all” includes a fit body 

shape and healthy body weight. If you’re overweight, 

would all go well with you? Of course not, especially 

when the side effects of obesity—cardiovascular 

diseases and others—start to set in. 

A lot of people seem to believe that their being 

overweight is “God’s will” for them, and they just 

accept “the fact.” This verse in 3 John 2 should 

demolish all such notions. Truth is, God wants us to 

“enjoy good health” and that’s a powerful way of 

saying it. Having good health is one thing; enjoying it is 

quite another. “Enjoying” connotes an idea of more 

than just being healthy inside. It also gives a picture of 

outer fitness. 

Doing weight loss with God, then, gives you surer 

results because it is his will. The more you do it with 

him—praying for it regularly, asking guidance each 
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step, seeking God’s Word and even claiming his 

presence with you during workouts—the more you 

empower your weight loss efforts. 

And how can you fail with that? 

Just look at what an article, titled “How Much Physical 

Activity Do You Need?” [published on CDC.Gov] says 

about fitness for everyone: 

“Regular physical activity helps improve your overall 

health and fitness, and reduces your risk for many 

chronic diseases.” It then adds that, “Physical activity in 

infants and young children is, of course, necessary for 

healthy growth and development. Children younger 

than 6 should be physically active in ways appropriate 

for their age and stage of development.”  

Good health is for everyone, and it is God’s will. 
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2. MATTHEW 19.26 

With man this is impossible, but with God all things 

are possible. 

This verse perfectly places second to 3 John 2. After 

seeing how it’s God’s will to be fit and healthy, we are 

now assured that this can be possible, as long as we do 

it with God. While there may have been hopeless 

weight loss cases where man’s formulas and ways have 

failed to achieve any weight loss results, with God 

however, “all things are possible.” 

You may have tried a lot of weight loss solutions, to no 

avail. But now, try it with God. I myself was a hopeless 

case when I was confined to bed some years ago due to 

muscle trauma. I couldn’t do anything physical without 

feeling extremely weak, dizzy and with difficulty 

breathing. As a result, I gained weight and developed a 

bulging tummy. I was a hopeless case.  

Doctors didn’t know what to prescribe me and one of 

them just gave me Valium. Man’s ways didn’t work. I 

was desperate. I didn’t see how I could get back to my 

athletic activities or start getting in shape again. 

Until Scriptures started coming alive when I seriously 

studied and believed them with all my heart! 
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Gradually, I regained my health, muscle strength, and 

fitness. I got rid of my belly fat and was back to my 

athletic activities—after years of gradual training, 

Scriptures, prayer, and stubborn faith. Indeed, nothing 

is impossible with God! 

Medical science agrees that faith has lots to do with 

physical health, even weight loss. An article by Nina 

Elias on Prevention.Com says this: “Andrew Newberg, 

MD, author of How God Changes Your Brain, and 

countless other researchers have realized (this): to 

ensure success with any program that involves the 

physical and the subjective, whether it be weight loss, 

stress reduction, or compliance with a medical 

treatment, the person has to really believe it.” 

Elias adds that, “‘When a patient is doing something 

that feels good to them and is consistent to their own 

life philosophy, they’re going to have the most 

benefits,’ says Dr. Newberg.” 
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3. PROVERBS 23.7 

For as he thinks in his heart, so is he. 

This verse is taken from the New King James Version 

and tells us that what you cultivate in your mind 

becomes you. The context says it’s not what a miser or 

stingy guy says with his mouth; it’s what he says with 

his heart. That’s the real him. 

But the same principle is true in weight loss. What you 

cultivate or entertain in your mind and heart, that you 

become eventually. If you always see yourself a 

naturally fat person, that is what you will become, and 

probably permanently at that. Now, imagine if you turn 

that around to your weight loss advantage. 

Always see yourself losing weight and getting to your 

ideal body weight and figure. Soon, you will become it. 

What you sow is what you reap. If you plant seeds of 

positive thinking, you will reap fruits of positive results. 

If you keep planting weeds you will never reap edible 

fruits.  

Thus, it’s beneficial to enroll in gyms—not just for the 

gym equipments—but for the company of people who 

have reached their desired body shape. Go with 
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successful people who have hit their goals and you will 

become like-minded. Soon, you will become like them. 

Weight loss really begins in the mind. If you keep 

thinking about how you can be fit soon, your 

aspirations and emotional appetites will soon focus on 

that and move your whole person and energies to 

achieving that at all cost.  

An article by Carol Sorgen on WebMD.Com says: “’Too 

often, people hold on to the belief that they can't think 

or act like a thin person until they reach their goal 

weight,’ says Linda Spangle, RN, MA, owner of Weight 

Loss for Life in Denver and author of Life is Hard, Food 

is Easy: The 5-Step Plan to Overcome Emotional 

Eating and Lose Weight on Any Diet.  

“But staying trapped in your old, unhealthy mindset can 

sabotage the very behaviors you're trying so hard to 

change. 

“’I encourage people who are trying to lose weight to 

build an image of how they would not only look, but 

also how they would act and feel when they are thin,’ 

says Spangle.” 
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4. GALATIANS 6.7 

A man reaps what he sows. 

God’s truth is universal—it applies even to health and 

weight loss. What you sow now, you will reap later. If 

you keep eating unhealthy food now, it’s not hard to 

imagine what you will be in the future. You can’t be 

eating fatty food and expect to be slimmer tomorrow. 

And you can’t be eating healthy, balanced food and 

expect to be overweight tomorrow.  

With this truth in mind, start living a healthy lifestyle 

from now on—eat right, exercise regularly, sleep early 

and wake up early, take the right supplements, and 

avoid too much stress. You can’t go wrong with this. 

You’d have to end up losing weight one way or another, 

sooner or later. 

It’s God’s promise, actually. He states it positively—he 

guarantees it even—that what you sow you will surely 

reap. 

Believe it or not, weight loss is this simple. If you have 

the right principles, believe it, get the right discipline, 

be guided by your physician, do everything with God 

and persevere, you will hit your goals. 
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But if you merely sow seeds of doubt, negativity, 

procrastination, dilly-dally, and indecision, you will reap 

nothing but more body fat, unhealthiness, and weight 

gain. 

The article titled “Why People Become Overweight,” 

published on Health.Harvard.Edu, has this to say: “On a 

very simple level, your weight depends on the number 

of calories you consume, how many of those calories 

you store, and how many you burn up.” 

Basically, what you put in, that your weight 

becomes—or what you sow you reap. The article adds: 

“Excess calories are stored throughout your body as fat. 

Your body stores this fat within specialized fat cells 

(adipose tissue) — either by enlarging fat cells, which 

are always present in the body, or by creating more of 

them. If you decrease your food intake and consume 

fewer calories than you burn up, or if you exercise 

more and burn up more calories, your body will reduce 

some of your fat stores. When this happens, fat cells 

shrink, along with your waistline.” 
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5. PROVERBS 27.18 

He who tends the fig tree will eat its fruit.  

This verse is taken from the New American Standard 

Bible and supports Galatians 6.7. What you spend time 

on will benefit you. So here is how the two verses work 

for your weight loss—you sow the seed of weight loss 

and spend time on it—with effort and money—you 

reap its benefits and eat its fruit. 

You have to invest time, effort and money. When you 

tend a tree, like fig for instance, you don’t just stare at 

it or hope that it grows and bears fruit. You devote 

serious time and effort watering it and spend money 

treating it with the necessary fertilizers, pesticides, and 

whatever is necessary to get it bearing fruit. Then you 

eat its fruit. 

The same with weight loss, fitness, and health. You 

don’t just stare at yourself in the mirror each morning, 

hoping you’d find yourself suddenly slimmer. You work 

it out. You “tend the fig tree” as it were. You invest on 

it. You work hard like a farmer or gardener. Have you 

ever seen a farmer or gardener just playing around with 

his crops?  
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There will be pest troubles and farm problems and 

unfavorable weather conditions that may beset you 

and slow you down or discourage you. But these things 

can never stop a serious farmer from getting what he 

wants. You also should have the same determination. 

Tend the fig tree to eat its fruit. 

WebMD.Com says in an article titled Exercise and 

Weight Loss: “Exercise pays off in the long run by 

keeping those pounds off.” You see that? It “pays off” 

after you spend a long time with it. You have to “tend 

the fig tree” before you eat its fruit. 

What kind of exercise do you have to do a long time?  

The article adds: “Start with just a few minutes 

of exercise at a time. Any exercise is better than none, 

and that helps your body slowly get used to being 

active. 

“Your goal is to work up to half an hour most days of 

the week to get the full benefits from exercise. 

“If it's more convenient, you can do short spurts -- 10 

minutes here, 15 minutes there. Each action by itself 

may not seem like much, but they add up. 
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“Once you’re in better shape, you can gradually 

exercise for longer periods of time and do more 

strenuous activities. 

“When you’re up for it, you can ramp up the intensity 

and get the same benefits in half the time. For 

example, jogging for 30 minutes provides health 

benefits similar to walking for 60 minutes.” 
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6. ROMANS 13.14 

Rather, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus 

Christ, and do not think about how to gratify the 

desires of the flesh. 

I’d like you to focus on the words, “do not think.” As 

I’ve said, effective weight loss begins in the mind. If you 

win the battle in your mind, that helps you powerfully 

get started on your weight loss journey. 

Get every contrary idea off your mind, not even 

entertaining any notion of it in your thoughts. The 

“desires of the flesh” is sure to feed your mind with 

food cravings, and once that desirous mindset begins to 

have a stronghold in you, your body will become easy 

slave to it. And you will find it hard to fight against it, 

especially when faced with your favorite but fattening 

food. 

If you ask me, I won’t think of fattening foods but 

would dwell on healthy foods that are also delicious. 

Better yet, I often inspire myself with thoughts of well 

developed abs, cannonball shoulders, developed chest 

and biceps, plus a V-shape body sides like that of Bruce 

Lee’s. This way, rejecting fattening but delicious foods 

becomes easy. 
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I’m not saying you get rid of delicious, fattening foods 

all together. The idea is to avoid “gratifying” your 

cravings. What I do is, I allow myself very small 

amounts of my favorite fattening foods now and then. 

A WebMD.Com article on 8 Ways to Think Thin said: “If 

you want to succeed at weight loss, you need to ‘cut 

the mental fat, and that will lead to cutting the 

waistline fat,’ says Pamela Peeke, MD, author of Fit to 

Live.  ‘Look at the patterns and habits in your life that 

you are dragging around with you that get in the way of 

success.’” 

So, cut the mental fat or “do not think about how to 

gratify the desires” of your wayward appetite. 
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7. 1 TIMOTHY 4.7 

..discipline yourself for the purpose of godliness… 

This verse is taken from the New American Standard 

Bible.  

Discipline. It’s a vital key to reaching God’s will for 

you—which is godliness. You may ask, how does weight 

loss connect with godliness? Simple. Our bodies are the 

temple of the Holy Spirit, and as such, we should take 

care of it. God says, anyone who destroys God’s 

temple, God will destroy him or her. 

Not many see physical health and fitness as major parts 

of real godliness. They think godliness is all religion and 

what people do in church. But Paul told the Corinthians 

in his letter that God sees careless unhealthiness as an 

offense against his Spirit’s temple and there’s a terrible 

consequence.  

In other words, allowing yourself to be unfit and 

unhealthy by careless eating, idleness, lack of or zero 

exercise and unhealthy lifestyle [spending for vices and 

night life rather than health supplements, for instance], 

will earn you dire consequences sooner or later. And 

among effective ways to get out of this, says God, is 

discipline. 
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Lastly, notice how it says “discipline yourself”? Yes, you 

can easily do it on your own. No need to enroll in gyms 

and pay big money for fitness coaches or consultants. 

You can do a simple weight loss program, probably 

something like this: 

▪ Eat right and live a daily healthy lifestyle 

▪ Exercise 30 minutes a day and keep active 

▪ Pray  

▪ Be inspired by Bible verses on weight loss 

▪ Get me as coach through my email tips for FREE! 

 

Read what this article on behavioral changes and 

discipline for weight loss has to say, published on 

News-Medical.Net: “Behavior change is the 

cornerstone of healthy, successful weight loss and it 

takes about three months to establish a new behavior," 

said (Dr. Jessica Bartfield, internal medicine and 

medical weight loss specialist at Gottlieb Memorial 

Hospital). "Just as you learn to play a musical 

instrument from a skilled teacher, you need to learn 

how to lose weight from professionals. You need to 

practice and make mistakes until you get it right." 
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8. HEBREWS 12.11 

No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but painful. 

Later on, however, it produces a harvest of 

righteousness and peace for those who have been 

trained by it. 

This is a beautiful supporting verse for 1 Timothy 4.7. 

Discipline is not something appealing—in fact, most 

people loathe it (it hurts!)—but God promises that it 

“produces a harvest” of good results, like righteousness 

and peace in the spiritual realm. In our case, the good 

result is weight loss. 

The point is, God’s principle promises that discipline 

leads to good results. You can’t be disciplined with 

weight loss and get fatter. If you believe God and 

discipline yourself with your weight loss activities, you 

will reap a harvest! 

Moreover, note that the harvest comes only “for those 

who have been trained by it (discipline).” God himself is 

saying (as your weight loss coach), that results come 

only when you have been trained in discipline. 

So, work out your weight loss program with discipline. 

Keep training! It won’t be pleasant at first (even God 

assures you of that), but God will make a way to make 
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it rewarding in the end. Proverbs 14.23 says, “All hard 

work brings a profit.” Don’t worry; your hard efforts 

will be rewarded. Even if it seems nothing is happening 

after several tries—or even after years of training—just 

keep at it. Remember what happened to me? God 

made the process of discipline in such a way that it 

surely ends up in success! Count on it! But give it your 

best shot—always! 

Talking about how tough discipline is needful in weight 

loss on News-Medical.Net, Dr. Jessica Bartfield of 

Gottlieb Memorial Hospital has this to say: “Changing 

behavior is tough - it is actually a skill and needs to be 

approached that way.” 
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9. PROVERBS 14.23 

All hard work brings a profit, but mere talk leads only 

to poverty. 

We’ve discussed about the “all hard work brings a 

profit” part. Now comes the second part—“but mere 

talk leads only to poverty.” 

Obviously, the verse is on money matters and may be 

more applicable to business than weight loss. But God’s 

Word is universal. One verse may be applicable to 

countless other aspects of life. 

The general idea here is that, if you never actually work 

it out regularly and just talk about weight loss and how 

effective your slimming program seems to be, you’d 

never lose even a single ounce of weight—unless you 

get so sick with high fever due to stress caused by lack 

of exercise. 

Mere talk won’t amount to anything except mouthfuls 

of words.  

I’ve met lots of folks who like talking about their weight 

loss goals and gym membership and show off exercise 

equipments. But they remain overweight and out of 

shape because they do nothing but talk and talk—and 
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show off to give the impression that they’re athletic or 

something like that. 

Mere talk will get you nowhere—in business or in 

weight loss. And we don’t really need medical science 

to back this up. It’s just common sense.  
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10. PHILIPPIANS 3.7-8 

But whatever things were gain to me, those things I 

have counted as loss for the sake of Christ.  More than 

that, I count all things to be loss in view of the 

surpassing value of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord, for 

whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and count 

them but rubbish so that I may gain Christ.. 

FORGET THE PAST! Serious weight loss—especially if 

you’re too overweight and wanting to lose a lot—often 

requires a complete turnaround, a complete makeover, 

a 180-degree life change. Count them all “loss in view 

of the surpassing value” you will get if you make Jesus 

as Lord of your health (and life) and weight loss.  

Such complete makeover can be made more possible 

with God! 

Remember, God wants you to take care of your body 

which is his temple. So get inspiration from him—that’s 

“surpassing value” for your slimming efforts and 

investment. Just meditate this e-book regularly and get 

a new weight loss mindset! 

For starters, let’s just glance at diet. Forget about your 

fattening diet and watch how the bible diet is. It’s a 

Mediterranean diet consisting of lean meat, fish, 
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veggies, herbs and fruits. If you read the bible, you’d 

see how it favors doing away with pork, blood, and 

certain animals, like fish without scales [see Leviticus 

11, for instance]. It would do your weight loss efforts 

well to do the same. You have to “count rubbish” 

certain foods to hasten your fat storage regulation and 

fat elimination. 

An article on CDC.Gov, “Losing Weight,” says this 

clearly about the need for a lifestyle change to lose 

weight for good: “It's natural for anyone trying to lose 

weight to want to lose it very quickly. But evidence 

shows that people who lose weight gradually and 

steadily (about 1 to 2 pounds per week) are more 

successful at keeping weight off. Healthy weight loss 

isn't just about a "diet" or "program". It's about an 

ongoing lifestyle that includes long-term changes in 

daily eating and exercise habits.” 
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11. 1 CORINTHIANS 6.12 

I have the right to do anything,” you say—but not 

everything is beneficial. “I have the right to do 

anything”—but I will not be mastered by anything. 

Actually, there are no forbidden foods in an effective 

weight loss program. You can eat anything you want. 

That’s why I titled my blog, NO DIET SLIM 

(www.nodslim.blogspot.com). Just eat! I don’t believe 

in starvation diets. Why punish yourself? Health is 

supposed to be a joy and it’s supposed to be liberating. 

But remember, too, that “not everything is beneficial.” 

And most important of all, you shouldn’t be “mastered 

by anything.”  

NOT EVERYTHING IS BENEFICIAL. Eat anything you 

want—even sweets, fatty food, and things like 

that—but remember they’re not beneficial. So go slow 

on them. Eat them only on certain occasions. Don’t eat 

them everyday or every meal. And most of all, follow 

your doctor’s instructions, if any.  

NOT MASTERED BY ANYTHING. You know you’re 

getting too much of something when it’s starting to 

enslave you. I taste junk foods now and then, like ice 

cream, burgers, and fries (just to know how they taste), 
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but I’m careful not to get hooked on them. I never 

crave for them. 

On the other hand, I get hooked on healthy foods like 

mushrooms, bananas and other fruits, and green leafy 

veggies like ampalaya leaves in sautéed mongo beans. 

And I so love carrot juice with sugarcane extract like 

crazy! 

An interesting article on food addiction said, “For 

susceptible people, eating junk foods can lead to 

full-blown addiction, which shares the same biological 

basis as addiction to drugs of abuse,” 

(AuthorityNutrition.Com, by Kris Gunnars).  

And here’s how it all works, according to the article: 

“There is a system in our brain called the reward 

system. This system was designed to “reward” us when 

we do things that encourage our survival. This includes 

primal behaviors like eating. 

 ‘The brain knows that when we eat, we’re doing 

something “right,” and releases a bunch of feel-good 

chemicals in the reward system, such as the 

neurotransmitterdopamine – interpreted by our brains 

as pleasure. 

 ‘The brain is hardwired to seek out behaviors that 

release dopamine in the reward system. The problem 
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with modern junk foods is that they can cause a reward 

that is way more powerful than anything we were ever 

exposed to in nature. ‘ 

You see? A key factor then is, don’t be mastered by 

junk food! 
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12. 1 THESSALONIANS 5.21 

..but test them all; hold on to what is good.. 

And I say, test or taste them all. But hold on only to 

what is good. I always tell folks who ask my help on 

healthy slimming to eat everything. Don’t be a glutton, 

but eat just enough of everything. And then hold on to 

what is healthy and helpful for losing weight. 

When I’m invited to eat out and cakes and ice creams 

are served on the table, I “test everything.” I sample a 

little of this and that just to know how they taste. And 

then I control myself. Can I really control myself? Oh 

yes! I train myself in discipline. 

Then, after eating out and tasting all those delicious 

and fattening food, I see to it that I burn them once I 

get home. I call this snack-workout. And to me the best 

burners are jogging, pull-ups, and isometrics. Don’t 

over-exercise though. It’s just a “snack.” Just do enough 

of each.  

But during my regular workout sessions, I see to it that I 

work out a sweat. It’s not a snack anymore—it’s a 

“meal” workout. So you spend more time and effort. 

So remember, enjoy life, Enjoy food. Don’t punish 

yourself. But always test everything and hold on only to 
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the good. It’s applicable spiritually, as well as for your 

weight loss goals. 

And again, this is just common sense—no need for 

medical science backing. 
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13. JAMES 1.16-17 

Don’t be deceived, my dear brothers and sisters. Every 

good and perfect gift is from above, coming down 

from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not 

change like shifting shadows. 

“Don’t be deceived.” A lot of food product labels today 

are deceiving, even some so-called “health products.” 

They claim to have “zero transfats” or “no added 

sugar,” or “fortified” with this and that.  

So what do you do? Often opt for natural food you 

yourself cook right in your kitchen. If that’s not always 

possible, then check what you eat thoroughly. Lots of 

foods are obviously fattening by just looking at their 

contents. But if even that isn’t possible, I strongly 

suggest you take natural health supplements to counter 

harmful food ingredients you can’t see. 

Watch this article on Shape.Com by Cynthia Sass on 

“Read Labels, Stay Thin.”  

“After collecting information from 25,000 men and 

women to see who checked nutrition information, 

researchers found that 58 percent of men frequently or 

always read labels compared to 74 percent of women, 
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and that habit has a greater impact on women’s 

weight.  

“On average, female label readers have a body mass 

index that’s 1.48 points lower than non-readers versus 

a BMI difference of just 0.12 points for men. For an 

average woman, that can mean a difference of nearly 9 

pounds!” 

Also, “every good and perfect gift” is from God. If you 

want God to bless your health, make sure to eat only 

what is “good and perfect”—and what else is good and 

perfect but natural food? 

One of my bible study disciples is fond of planting 

organic vegetables and shares his harvest with us. You 

can do the same—start your own organic garden. He 

does his by using discarded bottles or containers, fills 

them up with compost, and plants veggies.  

But not all of us can do this. So I suggest taking natural 

health supplements that really help you get rid of 

harmful food ingredients. Such supplements, I believe, 

can be considered among the “good and perfect gifts” 

that come from the Father of the heavenly lights. 
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14. 1 PETER 1.14-16 

As obedient children, do not conform to the evil 

desires you had when you lived in ignorance. But just 

as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you 

do; for it is written: “Be holy, because I am holy.” 

In Old Testament times, among their concepts of 

holiness was avoiding eating certain foods deemed 

unfit to eat by godly people. If we were to examine 

what those foods were, we’d see that they were in fact 

unhealthy by physical health standards, like pork, 

blood, and fish without scales. 

In this sense, we can likewise use the concept of 

holiness for weight loss. We should be rigidly particular 

about what we eat regularly. Before, when we were not 

yet conscious about weight loss, “we lived in 

ignorance,” conforming to our unhealthy desires. But 

remember that God cannot be accused of living 

unhealthily—he is the Author of health! So, just as he 

who enlightened us about health is healthy, so be 

healthy in all you do! 

I can imagine God telling us” Be healthy, for I am 

healthy!” 
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Well, a lot of medical science quotes we have here in 

this e-book obviously support this. It is best to eat 

healthy food. 
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15. 1 PETER 5.8 

Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, the 

devil, prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking 

someone to devour. 

I don’t know if it’s the devil, but I’m sure temptations to 

eat more than you need and eat unhealthily are just 

around anywhere you are, “seeking someone” to fatten 

up! You’d often hear that nagging voice in your head 

about how you need second helpings of that fattening 

food that is so delicious as well as that sweet, 

mouth-watery dessert. 

You see what God says here? “Be of sober spirit and be 

alert!” 

In other words, don’t get too excited when you see 

delectable food dishes served before you. Have the 

sobriety to control yourself and take only what your 

body needs, not what your eyes desire. God is not 

pleased with gluttons. So be alert. 

Some folks would encourage you to get more than you 

need, but be alert. They may mean well, but their 

concern is not always for your best interests. You alone 

know what you need and don’t need. 
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GBHealthWatch.Com has this to say about the 

importance of self-control in an article titled “Weight 

Loss and Self Control.”  

“If you have high self-control, you are already one step 

ahead on your weight management journey. The next 

step is to correct the common misperceptions about 

foods you may have.” 

One step ahead on your weight management 

journey—that’s no small relief! And the good news is, 

among the fruit of the Spirit, says the bible, is self 

control. Stay tune with God and bear that fruit in you. 
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16. 1 CORINTHIAN 10.31 

So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it 

all for the glory of God. 

The glory of God! This is the most powerful and 

effective weight loss incentive I’ve ever seen! It’s my 

weight loss and fitness inspiration all these years! It’s 

not just about health and looking well. Above all, you 

glorify God when you feel and look healthy! How can 

you glorify God with ailments or a protruding tummy? 

How can taking dozens of maintenance meds or often 

getting hospitalized glorify God?  

Even if your hospitalization ends up in recovery 

because you prayed to God about it, it leaves a big 

question mark in the minds of people—why did he get 

sick in spite of his faith? It only “partly” glorifies God. 

God deserves more. Worse, it may give the impression 

that godly people are the most undisciplined when it 

comes to health and eating. 

Anyway, the bible wisdom here is to watch what you 

eat or drink, making sure that they all end up giving you 

health that glorifies God.  

I know some church folks who prayed for their fatty 

foods before eating, asking God to “get rid of the fats 
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and cholesterol and triglycerides, in Jesus’ Name!” Then 

I heard they died of a stroke or got hospitalized for it. 

How would that glorify God? 

And again, this is common sense. You don’t need 

medical science to know that unhealthy foods are, well, 

unhealthy. 
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17. PHILIPPIANS 3.19 

Their destiny is destruction, their god is their 

stomach, and their glory is in their shame. Their mind 

is set on earthly things. 

When your god is your stomach, God says your destiny 

is destruction. How do you know if you’re already 

treating your tummy as your god? If you always obey 

your stomach’s wishes. 

Well, to be exact, it’s not just the wishes of your 

stomach; it’s the wishes of your appetite, first and 

foremost. If you always eat not according to your 

body’s needs but according to your appetite’s wishes, 

chances are you will be eating more than 3 times a 

week. If so, these are what you’d probably suffer: 

▪ High cholesterol and triglyceride levels 

▪ High blood-sugar levels 

▪ Colon problems 

▪ Weak and stressed out digestion 

▪ Slow metabolism 
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Indeed, your destiny will be destruction. 

But we don’t want that happening to you. Use this 

Scripture in your favor by disciplining your eating. Eat 

to live, not live to eat! 

Diet.LovetoKnow.Com says it clearly: “Of course the 

most common health risk associated with overeating 

on a regular basis is weight gain. Depending on your 

weight before the overeating began, becoming severely 

overweight or obese is a real possibility. 

“Obesity brings on a whole new world of health 

problems.” 
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18. PSALM 139.13-15 

For you created my inmost being; you knit me 

together in my mother’s womb. I praise you because I 

am fearfully and wonderfully made; your works are 

wonderful, I know that full well. 

My frame was not hidden from you when I was 

made in the secret place, when I was woven 

together in the depths of the earth. 

This is precisely why you need to do your weight loss 

efforts with God and have him as your coach through 

his words in the bible. He knows your body system and 

the peculiar ways it works. He alone can tune it up and 

balance everything. Who can do a better fat storage 

regulation and fat burning than the Creator? 

“I am fearfully and wonderfully made.” That gives you a 

good idea how your body is designed to work perfectly 

for his and your enjoyment. But that design is often 

wrecked by harmful human intervention like drug 

abuse, food abuse, vices, synthetic medicines, 

pollution, chemicals, and unhealthy lifestyles. Birth 

defects are results of the introduction of unnatural or 

synthetic elements into the mother’s body system 

which the infant absorbs, and which is the same reason 
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why many infants are prone to obesity and carries on 

like that to childhood and adolescence.  

Just look at this health finding in an article on 

NICHD.NIH.GOV: “Children whose mothers had 

gestational diabetes also are at a higher lifetime risk for 

obesity and type 2 diabetes.” 

But if we go with God’s designs, we can be assured that 

God’s works “are wonderful.” From pre-conception in 

the womb to birth, God had already made everything 

perfect. 

In case you had no control of what took place when you 

were still in the womb and which had resulted to your 

being obese, there’s still hope. Remember, doing your 

weight loss with God, the Maker of your body and 

Author of your life, gives hope and possibilities to 

everything. 
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19. MATTHEW 6.33 

But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and 

all these things will be given to you as well. 

“All these things shall be given to you as well.” It’s true. 

But this promise has a condition—“seek first his 

kingdom and righteousness.” Does this apply to weight 

loss, too? Of course. Here’s how. 

The context of the passage talks about how people 

worry too much about what to eat and wear. Weight 

loss buffs think about these things too much and often 

pour all their time, money and effort on the same. 

Sometimes this produces good results. They really lose 

weight. However, this kind of lifestyle often becomes 

too stressful—for them and people around them. I’ve 

seen them become too rigid with everything and 

impose the same rigidity on others, making their lives 

miserable. You may lose weight this way but the stress 

it produces may lead to other diseases much deadlier.  

To avoid stress like that, the best weight loss formula is 

to seek first God’s kingdom and his righteousness. Just 

enjoy everything with God (among the fruits of God’s 

Kingdom is love, joy, and peace) and see how he causes 
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everything else you need—including weight loss—just 

happen in your life naturally. 

Enjoy your food, workouts, healthy lifestyle, and 

supplements. Live a godly life in accordance to the 

bible. Love everyone and be considerate of their life 

standards. You cannot be imposing your standards on 

them. Live and let live. Then you’d see how God would 

allow the easy and natural balance your body needs for 

an effective weight loss. According to an article on 

WebMD.Com: " ‘While the immediate . . . response to 

acute stress can be a temporary loss of appetite, more 

and more we are coming to recognize that for some 

people, chronic stress can be tied to an increase in 

appetite -- and stress-induced weight gain,’ says Elissa 

Epel, PhD, an assistant professor in the department of 

psychiatry at the University of California at San 

Francisco.” 
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20. JOHN 8.32 

Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set 

you free. 

Freedom is among things that weight loss is all 

about—freedom from diseases, physical limitations, 

and possible social ostracism, to name a few. And the 

way be set free is knowing the truth. Serious weight 

loss entails constant research, knowing about the latest 

findings in nutrition, fat-burning foods, and 

calorie-burning workouts.  

Knowing the truth about what’s good and bad for you 

will definitely set you free from wrong habits that keep 

you overweight and confined to unhealthy results. 

You’d be surprised at the number of so-called “fitness 

buffs” who don’t care a hoot about truth in nutrition 

and weight loss and don’t give a damn about the latest 

scientific findings that may benefit him or her. 

If you don’t have time to research these updates, just 

see our No Diet Slim regular, short email tips to keep 

you updated and also LIKE our FB page here 

(copy-paste to your browser): 

https://www.facebook.com/innhealth. 
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Another thing—know the truth from your doctor. 

Never undergo weight loss without his advice or regular 

guidance. He can help you better understand your body 

needs and recommend readings that can really help. 

“In some cases, your physician may refer you to a 

nutrition specialist, such as a registered dietitian, for 

in-depth counseling about food choices,” says an 

editorial staff of FamilyDoctor.Org.  
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21. 1 CORINTHIANS 10.13 

No temptation has overtaken you that is not common 

to man. God is faithful, and he will not let you be 

tempted beyond your ability, but with the temptation 

he will also provide the way of escape, that you may 

be able to endure it. 

This bible verse is not just for spiritual counseling to 

fight off temptation to sin; the principle can be useful 

to fight off temptation to overeat as well—which 

actually is a sin of gluttony. A lot of overweight folks 

easily give in to overeating and unhealthy eating, saying 

that they’re only human, and God probably 

understands. But this bible truth says plainly that God 

makes sure every temptation is surmountable—you 

can fight it off with your inherent God-given ability. So, 

there’s no excuse. In fact, God even provides an escape 

so “you may be able to endure it” and win! 

Fighting off overeating all begins in the mind. Allow 

your mind to re-educate your body—your appetite and 

your food intake. I was impressed by what an article on 

DrLarsen.Com said about this: “Remember this: what 

you believe to be true changes your physical body to 

match that belief. When you can change the belief, you 

can change the body. That’s where miracles are made.” 
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22. PHILIPPIANS 4.13 

I can do all things through him who strengthens me. 

And sure enough, you can fight off temptations to 

overeat (or eat unhealthily) and win—if you do it with 

God and medical science. God says that with faith in 

him, you “can do all things through him.” While, on the 

other hand, DrLarsen.Com says that “ Science is finding 

that you have control over your genetics!” You can do 

all things with your health and weight loss.  

You have the backing of both God’s Word and Medical 

Science! How can you not lose weight? 
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23. DANIEL 1.11-15 

Then Daniel said to the steward whom the chief of the 

eunuchs had assigned over Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, 

and Azariah, “Test your servants for ten days; let us be 

given vegetables to eat and water to drink. Then let 

our appearance and the appearance of the youths 

who eat the king's food be observed by you, and deal 

with your servants according to what you see.” So he 

listened to them in this matter, and tested them for 

ten days. At the end of ten days it was seen that they 

were better in appearance and fatter in flesh than all 

the youths who ate the king's food. 

“Better in appearance and fatter in flesh.” The right 

natural foods will give you this. But foods that are of 

the “king’s food” type are often cooked in a way that 

increases their fatty content to make them delicious, or 

takes so much away from their naturalness.  

Look at what an article by David Katz, M.D. on 

NBCNews.Com says about healthy eating: “There's also 

strong evidence that, as a rule, the closer to nature you 

eat, the fewer calories it will take for you to feel 

satisfied.  

The reason? Processed foods often have low amounts 

of fiber and water; a high ratio of calories to nutrients; 
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and a mix of tastes from added sugar, salt, and 

flavoring that overly stimulates the appetite center in 

the hypothalamus. Clean foods are the opposite: lots of 

fiber and fluid, a high ratio of nutrients to calories, and 

free of added flavors — all of which send signals of 

satiety to your brain before you consume too many 

calories.” 

So, take it from God; take it from a medical doctor. 
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24. ROMANS 8.37 

No, in all these things we are more than conquerors 

through him who loved us. 

“More than conquerors.” That’s true of someone who 

lives a victorious Christian life daily in Christ; it is also 

true of one who does weight loss with God in the belief 

that, first, God desires us to have good health, and 

second, he answers prayers. 

Even some mental health practitioners acknowledge 

that mental belief can conquer ailments and speed up 

healing. Look at what David Rosmarin said in his article 

on LiveScience.Com: “ ‘Belief in God can facilitate belief 

in treatment,’ Rosmarin said. ‘We found that patients 

who had higher levels of belief in God had better 

treatment outcomes — better well-being, less 

depression and less anxiety…People who had more 

faith also had more faith in treatment. They thought it 

was credible and were optimistic about treatment. 

They believed it was going to help them." Rosmarin is a 

clinician and instructor in the department of psychiatry 

at Harvard Medical School in Boston.  
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Hence, believers are more than conquerors even when 

it came to body health. And there’s no reason why this 

cannot be effective in weight loss as well. 
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25. MARK 11.23 

Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, ‘Be 

taken up and thrown into the sea,’ and does not 

doubt in his heart, but believes that what he says will 

come to pass, it will be done for him. 

Belief that is processed deeply in the heart and mind 

and articulated audibly with conviction is powerful! A 

bible proverb (18.21) says that life and death are in the 

power of the tongue. Well, you may include weight loss 

to it. Tell yourself daily that you will lose weight and 

believe that you have God’s backing to declare it!  

A curious article on NPR.Org (“Health News from NPR”) 

has this to say: 

“David Sarwer is a psychologist and clinical director at 

the Center for Weight and Eating Disorders at the 

University of Pennsylvania. He says that, in fact, a 

mirror is one of the first tools he uses with some new 

patients. He stands them in front of a mirror and 

coaches them to use gentler, more neutral language as 

they evaluate their bodies. 

"Instead of saying, 'My abdomen is disgusting and 

grotesque,'  Sarwer explains, he'll prompt a patient to 
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say, 'My abdomen is round, my abdomen is big; it's 

bigger than I'd like it to be.' " 

“The goal, he says, is to remove "negative and 

pejorative terms" from the patient's self-talk. The 

underlying notion is that it's not enough for a patient to 

lose physical weight — or gain it, as some women need 

to — if she doesn't also change the way her body looks 

in her mind's eye.” 

There’s power in verbalizing positive suggestions to 

your body—especially if you inject faith in God to 

it—because, the bible says, “it will be done for you.” 
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26. 1 JOHN 5.4 

For everyone who has been born of God overcomes 

the world. And this is the victory that has overcome 

the world—our faith. 

You can “overcome the world.” The world has a lot of 

delicious but unhealthy flavors to offer you. You can 

overcome them and have the power to opt for delicious 

and healthy choices instead. Faith makes this victory 

possible. To have this faith, you must be born of 

God—or simply put, a true God believer through his 

Word.  

If you believe God and take him seriously, it means you 

begin to model that belief. You lead by example. You 

live it out daily, like a good leader. For instance, you 

refuse to conform to the standards of this world. And 

that involves even your eating. The world promotes 

unhealthy, fattening foods but you prefer to honor God 

with your body by avoiding junk food.  You do that 

because you have faith, and that faith gives you the 

victory to overcome the world’s choices, says the bible.  

Medical science supports this concept. An article on 

NBCnews.Com reports: “ ‘Being a leader keeps you 

accountable,’ says Jeannie Moloo, RD, a spokesperson 
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for the American Dietetic Association. ‘And that has a 

powerful impact on your behavior.’  
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27. 1 TIMOTHY 4.8 

For while bodily training is of some value, godliness is 

of value in every way, as it holds promise for the 

present life and also for the life to come. 

“Bodily training is of some value.” The bible emphasizes 

two dimensions of health—physical and spiritual. 

Spiritual health no doubt takes first place, but the bible 

also does say that there’s value in bodily training.  

In other words, workout! And moreover, godliness also 

involves taking care of the Holy Spirit’s temple—which 

is the physical body of believers. God says in the bible 

that anyone who destroys God’s temple (the body), 

God will destroy him [1 Corinthians 3.17]. Thus, 

godliness needs serious consideration of physical 

workouts. Exercise daily! Remember, God says in the 

bible that bodily training is of some value! 

An article on WebMD.Com about “Exercise and Weight 

Loss” had this to say: “Exercise pays off in the long run 

by keeping those pounds off. Research shows that 

getting regular physical activity is "the only way to 

maintain weight loss," the CDC's web site says.” 
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28. DEUTERONOMY 14 

These are the animals you may eat: the ox, the sheep, 

the goat, the deer, the gazelle, the roebuck, the wild 

goat, the ibex, the antelope, and the mountain sheep. 

You don’t have to observe a strict, starving diet, but 

there are some foods we should stay away from. Even 

God provided lots of delicious natural food for his 

people in the bible but warned them against eating 

certain foods.  

In our modern day, health experts keep telling us to 

avoid certain foods that can give serious problems to 

our weight and health. For instance, Sarah Klein of 

Health.Com admitted that, “Some of the best-tasting 

foods are actually some of the worst in terms of fat and 

calories.” So she enumerated “25 Fattening Foods You 

Should Never Eat.” That should be quite interesting to 

read! If you want to check it out, copy-paste this link to 

your browser: 

http://www.health.com/health/gallery/0,,20307363,00

.html 
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29. ISAIAH 7.22 

And because of the abundance of milk that they give, 

he will eat curds, for everyone who is left in the land 

will eat curds and honey. 

Curds and honey are often mentioned in the bible 

when it talks about God blessing a nation. It’s milk and 

honey or curds and honey. What’s so special about 

them? 

Well, according to Sameer Jha of TheHealthSite.Com, 

curds have 9 health benefits, among which is weight 

loss: “Whenever nutritionists make a diet plan, the first 

thing they include is curd. The calcium present in it 

prevents your body from pumping more cortisol. 

Hormonal imbalance of cortisol is responsible for a host 

of problems like hypertension, obesity and 

cholesterol.”  

And how about honey? Here’s the good news from 

Benefits-Of-Honey.Com:  

“Refined dietary sugars lack minerals and vitamins and 

are often called empty calories. They draw upon the 

body's nutrients to be metabolized into the system, and 

when these nutrients are depleted, metabolizing 

of cholesterol and fatty acid is impeded, contributing to 
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higher cholesterol and promoting obesity due to higher 

fatty acid on the organs and tissues.  

“The good news is that honey, a natural sweetener, on 

the other hand, contains 22 amino acids and a variety 

of minerals essential for its metabolism and hence is 

helpful in preventing obesity.  

The article on Benefits-Of-Honey.Com further says, “It 

is believed that drinking lemon juice with a little honey 

the first thing in the morning is an effective anti 

cellulite treatment as it helps to increase 

body metabolism. If you are determined to shed weight 

and speed up your sluggish metabolism, try this honey 

and lemon diet tip.  

“If you like, another very popular recipe associated with 

honey and weight loss is a drink that uses honey and 

cinnamon as ingredients. Many people have found 

this home remedy very effective in losing pounds. The 

steps are easy: Dissolve half a teaspoon of cinnamon 

powder (or ground cinnamon) in a cup of boiling water. 

Stir the mixture and cover for half an hour. Filter away 

any big particles and add a teaspoon of honey. Take it 

in the morning with an empty stomach about half an 

hour before breakfast.” 
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It’s easy to see why God would bless people with curds 

and honey! 
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30. PROVERBS 17.1 

Better is a dry morsel with quiet than a house full of 

feasting with strife. 

In the end, it’s more how you feel inside than what you 

eat that matters in weight loss. Stress is a big factor in 

weight gain. Often, all your workout, supplement, and 

diet efforts go down the drain if you suffer from too 

much stress every day. The bible says, even eating 

mere dry morsel will do you good if you live in a house 

full of peace and joy. I see folks who live like that and 

never gain excess weight. 

An article by Colette Bouchez on WebMD.Com titled 

“Can Stress Cause Weight Gain?” says this:  

“Regardless of the reason, stress is a way of life in the 

21st century. And for some people, the effects go 

beyond feelings of anxiety and discomfort. For these 

people, stress can mean facing each day ravenously 

hungry -- and adding weight gain to their list of worries. 

“ ‘While the immediate . . . response to acute stress can 

be a temporary loss of appetite, more and more we are 

coming to recognize that for some people, chronic 

stress can be tied to an increase in appetite -- and 

stress-induced weight gain,’ says Elissa Epel, PhD, an 
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assistant professor in the department of psychiatry at 

the University of California at San Francisco. 

“The problem, she says, lies within our neuroendocrine 

system -- a brain-to-body connection that harkens back 

to evolutionary times and which helped our distant 

ancestors to survive. Though today the source of the 

stress is more likely to be an unpaid bill than a 

saber-toothed tiger, this system still activates a series 

of hormones whenever we feel threatened. 

“The hormones released when we're stressed include 

adrenalin -- which gives us instant energy -- along with 

corticotrophin releasing hormone (CRH) and cortisol. 

While high levels of adrenalin and CRH decrease 

appetite at first, the effects usually don't last long. 

And cortisol works on a different timetable. Its job is to 

help us replenish our body after the stress has passed, 

and it hangs around a lot longer. ‘It can remain 

elevated, increasing your appetite and ultimately 

driving you to eat more,’ says Epel.” 

To keep to a healthy weight, keep peace and joy as 

your constant companions in life. 
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CONCLUSION 

With the scripture references quoted here, it is evident 

that God wants us not just to be healthy but to be fit, 

with the right body weight. And he has provided us 

inspiration and practical ways—through medical 

science—to make this a reality for each of us.  

The moment you decide to be fit and healthy because 

you want to pursue God’s will for both enjoyment and 

obedience, God will be with you all the way. There’s a 

promise to this effect: “If anyone loves me, he will keep 

my word, and my Father will love him, and we will 

come to him and make our home with him,” [John 

14.23, English Standard Version].  

Start your regular weight loss program today, and you 

can start simply by brisk walking 30 minutes a day, 

eating right, taking supplements (I highly recommend 

Vital-C which is alkaline Vitamin C good for fat burning 

and immune boosting, taking 2 capsules 30 minutes 

before meals), and praying for your health and weight 

loss. Then gradually, you can add other exercise 

regimens.  
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Recommendations: 

We strongly recommend the following ebooks on 

Christian weight loss. Copy-paste the links below to 

your browser (watch the video): 

http://ae19ev94uwhpzxr3vamhnw3hqe.hop.clickbank

.net/ 

 

And this for scientific weight loss: 

http://3d76cwd3oyglp21aem0ey9qkcy.hop.clickbank.

net/ 

 

And do visit my blog for health and weight loss: 

www.nodslim.blogspot.com 
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